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ABSTRACT

The e�ient stimulation of a graphene mirostrip plasmoni splitter via higher-order mode propagation is pro-

posed in the urrent work. Initially, graphene waveguiding systems are investigated thoroughly in terms of the

supported propagating modes and their potential exitation. Spei�ally, the mirostrip apparatus is examined

fousing on the distribution of bulk modes. This analysis indiates that the transition of a higher-order mode

to a lower one is potentially smooth if an appropriately seleted mirostrip width is utilized. Consequently,

an e�etive graphene plasmoni devie is designed and stimulated via a higher-order bulk mode that equally

splits the propagating surfae wave to separated mirostrips. The latter supports a lower-order mode and it is

evaluated that the undesired bak-re�eted waves are minimized. Moreover, a thorough performane analysis is

numerially onduted by means of a �exible Finite-Di�erene Time-Domain algorithm validating the remarkable

funtionality at a wide frequeny range.
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1. INTRODUCTION

During the past deade, graphene attrated signi�ant attention to the researh ommunity due to its exoti

properties.

1

Despite its negligible thikness, graphene presents �nite ondutivity leading to notable pheno-

mena suh as the ability to support highly on�ned transverse magneti (TM) surfae plasmon polariton (SPP)

waves.

2, 3

The latter are, mainly, observed at millimeter-wave and THz frequenies, thus enabling the deve-

lopment of various devies for advaned appliations. The plasmoni waveguiding systems, inluding graphene

mirostrips, onstitute one of the most important lass of devies and their propagation properties have been

investigated omprehensively.

4, 5

In partiular, a graphene mirostrip supports various propagating plasmoni

modes, separated into two major ategories, the edge and the bulk ones in respet to the eletromagneti �eld

onentration.

6�8

The proper manipulation of the aforementioned attributes failitates the optimized design of

auxiliary apparatuses inluding plasmoni splitters, namely the main fous of this paper.

Plasmoni splitters are important parts of a omplete eletromagneti system due to their signi�ane to

divide propagating eletromagneti waves. Various graphene implementations have been proposed utilizing the

propagation properties on mirostrips. Spei�ally, omplex strutures have been designed as beam dividers of

the edge modes,

9

while the latter are analyzed, also, via theoretial aspets of the transmission line theory.

10

Moreover, the e�et of hemial potential has been studied for the beam splitting adjustment,

11, 12

while a

multimode interferene-based approah has been tested for small perturbations of the geometry.

13, 14

Finally,

the surfae wave manipulation via graphene metasurfaes indiated interesting properties as a power divider.

15

In our work, a novel graphene surfae wave splitter is proposed utilizing a higher-order mode propagation

in a simple mirostrip struture. Initially, the attributes of the supported eletromagneti modes on graphene

mirostrips are reviewed, highlighting that the higher-order bulk modes are onentrated in spei� portions

of the mirostrip. Consequently, the transition towards a plasmoni waveguide with an appropriately seleted

width is a straightforward proedure. The proper width seletion is, also, realized via the examination of the
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surfae wave propagation properties sine it is intended to retain the e�etive index during the transition to

minimize the undesired re�eted waves. This preliminary analysis reveals broadband harateristis, while the

e�etiveness of our design is evaluated numerially through an aurate Finite-Di�erene Time-Domain (FDTD)

sheme that treats graphene as an equivalent surfae urrent. The extrated full-wave results suessfully validate

the performane of the plasmoni splitter at a wide frequeny range.

2. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF SURFACE WAVES ON GRAPHENE

Throughout our analysis, graphene is onsidered as an in�nitesimally thin, loal two-sided layer, haraterized

by an isotropi surfae ondutivity σ(ω, µc,Γ, T ), where ω is the radian frequeny, µc the hemial potential

ontrolled by a gate voltage or hemial doping, Γ a phenomenologial sattering rate assumed to be independent

of energy, and T the temperature. In this framework, the ondutivity is evaluated through the subsequent

expression resulting from the Kubo formula

16
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with −e the eletron's harge, ~ the redued Plank's onstant, fd = [e(ε−µc)/kBT + 1]−1
the Fermi-Dira

distribution, and kB the Boltzmann's onstant. The interband ontributions, i.e. the seond term of (1), are

negligible ompared to the intraband one, implying the �rst term at the examined frequeny range and an be

ignored simplifying graphene's ondutivity to the redued expression,

σ
intra

(ω, µc,Γ, T ) =
e2kBT

π~2(jω + 2Γ)

[
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In this ontext, the omplex wavenumber of the SPP wave kρ of free-standing graphene is theoretially omputed

in terms of the surfae ondutivity through

3

kρ = k0

√

1−

(

2

η0σg

)2

= neffk0, (3)

where k0 and η0 are the free-spae wavenumber and wave-impedane, respetively and neff is the e�etive index

of the surfae wave. The latter is de�ned as the the normalized SPP wavenumber to the free-spae one and it is

an important fator sine it failitates the intuitive omparison between di�erent propagating modes.

3. GRAPHENE MICROSTRIP SUPPORTED MODES

The previous analysis onsidered a graphene layer of in�nite dimensions that is not pratial for waveguiding

systems. For this reason, �nite-width graphene mirostrips are designed and their analysis requires numerial
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Figure 1. Eletri �eld distribution of the initial four modes to a 20µm-wide graphene miroribbon at 3THz.
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Figure 2. The proposed setup of a graphene plasmoni splitter.

solutions for the evaluation of the propagating modes. In this work, an e�ient modal solver, based on the

Finite Element Method, is utilized with graphene modeled as an equivalent surfae urrent. Then, a quadrati

eigenvalue problem is solved to extrat diretly the e�etive index of eah propagating mode on the mirostrip.

17

In this paper, a 20µm-wide mirostrip is onsidered, while the hemial potential of graphene is seleted 0.1 eV,
the sattering rate 0.33meV at the far-infrared spetrum.

The eletri �eld distribution of the �rst four modes is depited in Fig. 1 and the separation into edge and

bulk modes is evident via the observation of the eletri �eld onentration. Moreover, the initial bulk mode

oinides with the third mirostrip one, while as the order is inreased, the onentration is distributed equally in

di�erent portions of the mirostrip. In partiular, the fourth mode, Fig. 1d, presents two di�erent onentration

regions and a minimum is observed at the enter of the waveguide in ontrast to the third mode.

This interesting phenomenon is exploited in our work, and a simple geometry, illustrated in Fig. 2, is designed

as a graphene plasmoni splitter. Here, it is intended to stimulate the main w1-wide mirostrip via the fourth

mode expeting a straightforward separation of the surfae wave to the narrowerw2-wide mirostrips that support

third mode propagation. Although this proedure is relatively simple, a omplete dispersion analysis is required

to selet appropriately the width for a suessful transition of the SPP wave.

Initially, the main mirostrip, of w1 = 20µm width, is investigated in terms of the �rst four modes dispersion

urves, skethed in Fig. 3. An important observation is the absene of a ut-o� frequeny for the �rst mode, while

both edge modes present higher e�etive indies ompared to the bulk ones due to the inreased onentration

of the eletrons near the edges. Moreover, the bulk modes exhibit larger ut-o� frequenies, and their e�etive

indies onverge to the in�nite layer one as the surfae wave wavelength is signi�antly lower ompared to

the mirostrip width. This paper fouses on the stimulation of the fourth mode with a ut-o� frequeny at

approximately 2.6THz. However, the propagation losses are signi�ant near ut-o� and they are stabilized at a

satisfatory level beyond 3THz, thus this is the operational limit of the proposed devie.

Now, the main purpose is to identify the width w2 of the separated mirostrips that supports a third mode

propagation with an e�etive index idential to the fourth mode of the initial 20µm-wide plasmoni waveguide.
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Figure 3. Dispersion urves of the �rst four modes on a 20µm-wide graphene mirostrip.
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Figure 4. Surfae wave e�etive index versus graphene mirostrip width for the �rst four modes at 3THz.
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Figure 5. Dispersion urves of the �rst four modes on a 12.35 µm-wide graphene mirostrip.

The appropriate width w2 is investigated via a parametri analysis of the e�etive index versus the mirostrip

dimensions. To this end, this relation is extrated at 3THz and it is demonstrated in Fig. 4. Similarly to the

dispersion diagram, the �rst mode is propagating independently to the width, while the bulk modes are available

for wider mirostrips. Additionally, the desired width is expliitly highlighted in Fig. 4 and it orresponds to the

value 12.35µm.

The dispersion analysis of this narrower 12.35µm-wide mirostrip is, also, extrated and depited in Fig. 5.

Although the dispersion harateristis are equivalent to the 20µm-wide devie, the ut-o� frequenies are shifted

towards a higher spetrum. Furthermore, in Fig. 6 is onduted a omparison between the involved modes of
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Figure 6. Dispersion urve omparison between the 3
rd

and the 4
th

mode on a w1 = 20µm and w2 = 12.35µm, respetively,

wide graphene mirostrip.
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our analysis, namely the fourth and the third modes of the mirostrips with w1 = 20µm and w2 = 12.35µm
width, respetively. An important feature is revealed via this omparison sine the dispersion urves are almost

idential, espeially beyond 3THz. As a onsequene, a potentially smooth transition is ahieved for a wide

range of frequenies.

4. PERFORMANCE VALIDATION OF THE GRAPHENE SPLITTER

The performane of the proposed higher-order mode graphene plasmoni splitter is numerially validated via a

full-wave analysis utilizing the popular FDTD method. Partiularly, the onventional algorithm is appropriately

modi�ed to aurately model graphene as an equivalent surfae urrent.

18

The proposed setup of Fig. 2 is designed

width w1 = 20µm and w2 = 12.35µm, based on the previous analysis, while graphene parameters are µc = 0.1 eV
and Γ = 0.33meV. The omputational domain is divided in 320 × 400× 200 ells of ∆x = ∆y = ∆z = 0.5µm
and the time-step is set to ∆t = 0.8 fs. Finally, open boundaries are terminated via an 8-ell thik Perfetly

Mathed Layer (PML).

Initially, the eletri �eld distribution is extrated in Fig. 7 for stimulation of the main mirostrip via the

third and the fourth mode. It is evident that the transition of the fourth mode (Fig. 7b) to the splitter branhes

is su�iently smooth in ontrast to the third one (Fig. 7a). However, the quantitative haraterization is realized
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Figure 7. Distribution of the normal, to graphene, eletri �eld omponent, Ey, for (a) 3
rd

and (b) 4
th

mode propagation

on the main graphene mirostrip.
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Figure 8. Re�etion and transmission oe�ients of the proposed graphene splitter for (a) 3
rd

and (b) 4
th

mode propagation

on the main mirostrip.
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via the extration of the re�etion and transmission oe�ients in Fig. 8. It is worth mentioning that the former

is measured 20µm before the splitter branhes, while the latter is evaluated at the exit point of the devie.

Initially, the stimulation of the devie via the third mode, Fig. 8a, presents inreased re�eted waves sine the

5 dB level is exeeded at several frequenies. For this reason, the transmitted wave towards the splitter branhes

is severely degraded with a maximum value of −16 dB at approximately 3THz. Nevertheless, this behavior is

inverted via a fourth mode stimulation of the main mirostrip. Spei�ally, the re�etion oe�ient is retained

below −20 dB beyond 3THz, while the surfae wave is e�iently transmitted for a wide frequeny range, namely

3 − 4THz. Note a loal minimum is observed at 2.6THz that oinides to the ut-o� frequeny of this mode,

thus, the transmission below this point is due to the edge modes. Furthermore, the transmission beyond 4THz
is dereased signi�antly due to the propagation losses of graphene. Finally, all the extrated results validate

the remarkable performane of the proposed graphene plasmoni spitter.

5. CONCLUSION

A novel graphene plasmoni splitter stimulated via a higher-order mirostrip mode, has been proposed and

thoroughly analyzed in this paper. The modal analysis on graphene waveguiding systems indiated that a proper

seletion of mirostrip widths enables a smooth transition between di�erent propagating bulk modes. Then, the

proposed devie has been investigated through an e�ient FDTD method that treats graphene aurately as an

equivalent surfae urrent. The numerial results validated suessfully that a fourth mode stimulation provides

an exeptional surfae wave splitting performane at a broadband frequeny range.
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